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About This Game

Do you have what it takes to become a Marble Master?

Destroy the enemy marbles through 50 levels in this challenging physics based action puzzler.

Avoid falling into the deep dark pit while bumping the enemy marbles down the depths to their doom.

Knock your opponents into the deadly spikes shattering them to pieces.

Use blocks as shields from the relentless marble onslaught.

Complete all levels to become a Marble Master!

"Easy to pick up, difficult to master."
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I feel like I have played much much more than Steam is showing for me on this one. I love the style art and puzzles in this one.
$10 is a very fair price for what you get, there is plenty of content for me and it is all well polished, and has lots of personality.
Very postive review!. FPS loss when I kill an ennemy.
+ I don't like the recoil effect.. Umm..holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ This was a college project. B-.. Its a good game in its current state at the
moment. You have to remember that it's in its early alpha stages, so it's bound to have further updates which would help boost
gameplay mechanics etc. Although there are some flaws in this game such as bugs and all, the early alpha stage shows good
progress and is fun to play.

As a result of a low player community, this game has not been able to flourish as well as it should have. Over the past week
itself, there have been an increase in the amount of updates that the devs are putting out due to a relatively higher player count
compared to, let's say, a few months ago where there were barely any players online.

However, as much as I praise this game, I can't deny that the gameplay DOES put out a "knock off" or "regurgitated"
feeling/vibe of Red Orchestra. But as time goes, FOW might be able to steer away from this vibe and go for something more
fresh, provided that players keep supporting this game.

Overall, in hindsight, I really recommend this game.. No Co-op, trouble-shooting is necessary in order to play the game. Game
play and story-line is excellent. Game is insanly fun, this is just an overpriced skin pack. No one is looking at your ship anyways
so theres no real reason to buy this.. Age of Defense - game in the ancient era setting. Devs promise to give 5 different worlds, I
saw just 2. They are very colorful and diverse. I liked the battle with the Boss at third level, it was unexpected for me.
Considering that it's early access. I give it a 8\/10. It's not much content for the price but I already have the Season Pass. Pack 2
is basically the rest of what should've been included in Pack 1; neither one is much alone but together they're a decent addition.
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This is a fun witty adventure that comfortably challenges your brain.. A fun game for the kids during the holiday season. Worth
the sale price.. They copied the basic gameplay of Bejeweled and added a pointless combo meter with a super-annoying voice
over that says "keep up that combo" constantly.

And if that wasn't bad enough, the CD-key doesn't work so i had to play the demo version. Wow.. Made by one guy, made with
unity, its actually really good, at first i wasent too impressed, but the puzzles are good, the sounds and the scares are good too,
the visuals arent bad. its all in all a decent Indie horror. Not the best english, but that dosent bother me as im not native english
my self.

Fan of horror and puzzle games? get this one.
heres some quick gameplay
https://youtu.be/7XrtFlPBLjA. very primitive. This is a great replication of an old british route!
The sounds on the new rolling stock included, which is new to TSW (everything but the 101) are great and very realistic
compared to other DTG releases. The great physics also make this route pretty challenging which is a great thing. the rolling
stock is also as usual with TSW graphicly amazing. The only bad thing with the external looks that I could find was that the nose
on the class 37 looks a bit off.

The scenery is descent in some places, but I think there is too many weird empty fields alongside the Tracks. The stations is very
well modelled in my opinion it looks. It is also good to see traffic still included as we saw in the last route dlc with buses also
appearing on the road, but it feels like very little variety especially when there is like four buses all looking the exact same, on
the same stretch of road. I must say something else I really like is the different smoke effects coming out of the chimnies.

The highlights areas on the route are the Redcar steel mines which is beautifully modelled aswell as the Tees yard which offers a
huge shunting abilty with a class 08 which I think turned out great. However, I think they should have added alot more than the
four shunting services there are now.

all in all I think this was a good addition to TSW with a good amount of rolling stock with good quality, but quite a short route,
the part you get however is very detailed so it kind of ways up. If you like British freight I highly recommend this. If you are
more interested in passenger operation, Northern Trans-Pennine is pretty similar to this and is all passenger(for now) so I would
recommend that instead..  I was so extremely excited for this game to come out, despite there being less visible hype like with
other games, i was talking non stop about how good these games are, they mix interactive story telling with the repetativeness of
a real life and adventure, but its only JUST repetative enough to be understandable, it makes you feel like you're really working
towards being stronger in your quest to become a hero, i love these games so much, they're so pretty, so well thought out and
amazing!!!!! 

just finished it, it isnt as good as HOTK 2, will try to max all stats to see if something special happens. I maxed all stats and not
much more happened, this is not anywhere near as good as HOTK 2 its about the same as hotk1.

on thinking about this for a while, this game in comparison to the first and second, feels very rushed, almost soulless, the girl
you save isnt interested in you. the side quests are only neccessary in order to get enough fame to talk to ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ people
with ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ problems, only one person constantly calls you a hero at the end of the game, one guard you can click over
and over, everyone else couldnt care less about you, the game is a grind and is cold and boring, not to mention feels smaller and
more cramped than hero of the kingdom 2.

pros:
plentiful resources that respawn
ability to craft your own items, potions and food, sleep anywhere

cons:
plentiful resources that respawn
open camp anywhere makes you feel completely disconnected from the world after a while, takes away that neccessity to revisit
taverns and feel like you're in the world
repetative cheaty ways to gain infinite money
extremely basic story
princess you rescue barely even thanks you
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feels lonely and cold after you win
not enough necessity to rebuild things like bridges
no hiring of mercenaries and builders
despite being plentiful of things to click on the game feels unfathomably sparse.
excruciatingly grindy combat that takes advantage of the respawning of monsters
feels like a cash grab on the fame of the first two games.. Love the good old days.... I like the idea, the execution not so much.
They used a cheap setup and fake 3D so it doesn't really look good, everyone and everything looks huge. There is no real depth
to the video, anyone who's watched a proper VR movie can tell you that it can get much better than this.

Still I appreciate the effort and hope that in the future we'll get better quality VR movies.

As for the nausea thing, yea if you're not already used to VR this isn't a good place to start. Stick with comfortable experiences
until you can deal with rapid movement and turning before trying this out.. Hmm, I am a bit torned by this one.
Story is more then fine, but there is something thats buggin me when playing the game: that I cant put my thoughts (finger) on.

It might be that some of the characthers are often times "flying".
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